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ScheduleMovie
O C T O B E R  2 0 1 8

October 6th

LAST MAN ON EARTH (B&W) 1964
Vincent Price stars in this American-Italian science fiction horror film, 
based on the 1954 Richard Matheson novel, I Am Legend.  Price plays a 
doctor who is immune to a plague that killed the population.  But is he 
the last man on earth? Seems the nocturnal zombies come back as 
vampires to prey upon Price.  Will they claim him, or can Vincent
laugh at their advances in this ultimate "thriller!"
 

October 13th

CARNIVAL OF SOULS (B&W) 1962
Candace Hilligoss stars in this 1962 independent cult horror classic,
written, produced, and directed by Herk Harvey. Will a young woman, 
whose life is disturbed after a car accident find herself after being drawn 
to an abandoned carnival, where the freak show never ends? 

Filmed in Lawrence, Kansas and Salt Lake City, Carnival of Souls was 
made for $33,000, but contains a million thrills!
  

October 20th

FRANKENSTEIN'S DAUGHTER (B&W) 1958
This tale of teenage terror stars John Ashley and Sandra Knight.  As our 

"Bird" would say, it's a story where the boy chases the girl, only to 

runaway after she chases him...because she is a monster!  This drive-in 

classic also stars Harold Lloyd, Jr. ( son of the great silent film star ).  

Catch the fun as the beatniks bring this to you from the recent Buffalo 

Comicon!
  

October 27th

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD (B&W) 1968
This is the movie that started it all - as the first flick ever shown on 

"Off Beat Cinema" 25 years ago...and the first modern "zombie" movie 

from the great director George Romero.  This is truly a cult classic you 

don't want to watch alone, recognized by the National Film Registry as, 

well, a truly chill flick!  Judith O'Dea and Duane Jones star.
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